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First, a long-term care home used the
Canadian Health Facts to be part of a Canada
150 event for their residents. (This issue and
the Fall 2017 issue will also include Canadian
health facts if you wanted to do the same!)
In addition, we featured Anne and Nancy who
trekked the 800-kilometre Camino, and they
have been on a sort of local speaking circuit
since that issue came out! Apparently there are
many other local residents who are interested
in also doing the Camino, and they have
reached out to these women to share their
journey with them. They have generously
obliged and are meeting every request!
The local retired teachers group featured us in
their industry newsletter and told everyone we
were a great resource - thanks RTO, and
another contributor mentioned us in their
Annual General Meeting as part of their
marketing achievements for the year.
And then another story was brought to my
attention. A woman picked up an issue of
Health Matters last year where the Pembroke
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& Area Airport had profiled the Hope Air
service. (Hope Air offers medical
transportation by air for people with
transportation challenges.) This woman needs
a liver transplant, and has used the Hope Air
service to Toronto a few times. She has been
told that if they call her for a transplant, she
has to be in the hospital in four hours. That
wouldn't even be do-able without Hope Air,
and the local airport. Without Health Matters,
this woman would never have heard of Hope
Air, but without the Airport, there would be
no Hope Air available here.
These great experiences help us in producing
this magazine in many ways. It helps us take
some risks with the content we provide and
the reactions to content help us plan for future
issues. So reader feedback is something that
impacts on our publication quite a bit - it's
good for us to know what you're thinking. We
also welcome critical feedback as well because
it all goes into helping us make a better
product. So, keep the stories coming!
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Quite a bit of comments have come our way
since the Winter 2017 issue published!
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